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Abstract. This Letter reports on the detection of two super-Earth planets in the Gl 581 system, already known to harbour a hot
Neptune. One of the planets has a mass of 5.1 M⊕ and resides in the habitable zone of the star. It is thus the known exoplanet
which most resembles our own Earth. The other planet has a 8.2 M⊕ mass and orbits at 0.25 AU from the star. These two new
light planets around an M3 dwarf further confirm the formerly tentative statistical trend for i) many more very low-mass planets
being found around M dwarfs than around solar-type stars and ii) low-mass planets outnumbering Jovian planets around M
dwarfs.
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1. Introduction

M dwarfs are of primary interest for planet-search programmes.
First of all, they extend the stellar parameters domain probed
for planets. For high precision radial-velocity planet searches,
M dwarfs are excellent targets as well, because the lower pri-
mary mass makes the detection of very light planets easier
than around solar-type stars. In particular, Earth-mass planets
around M dwarfs are within reach of current high-precision
radial-velocity planet-search programmes. Furthermore, the
habitable zones of M dwarfs reside much closer to these stars
(within 0.1 AU) than for Sun-like stars. Habitable terrestrial
planets are thus detectable today. Such detections will pro-
vide targets for future space missions looking for life tracers
on other planets, like the ESA Darwin and NASA TPF-C/I
projects. To find such very light planets in the habitable zone of
M dwarfs, our consortium (Mayor et al. 2003) dedicates∼10%
of the Guaranteed Time Observations on HARPS to the precise
radial-velocity monitoring of some 100 nearby M dwarfs.

In this Letter we present the detection of two additional
planets orbiting Gl 581, where we previously found a 1st close-
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in Neptune-mass planet. The minimum mass of the 2nd new
planet is 5.1 terrestrial mass (the lowest for any exoplanet to
date) and it resides in the habitable zone of Gl 581. The 3rd

planet, at 0.25 AU from the star, is also in the super-Earth cat-
egory (8.2 M⊕). Section 2 briefly recalls some relevant proper-
ties of the parent star. Section 3 describes the precise HARPS
velocities and characterizes the new planets. We also examine
the possibility that the long-period low-mass planet is actually
an artefact of dark spots modulated by rotation of the star, and
conclude that this is unlikely. The Letter ends with conclusions.

2. Stellar characteristics of Gl 581

The paper reporting the first Neptune-mass planet on a 5.36-d
orbit around Gl 581 (Bonfils et al. 2005b) describes the proper-
ties of the star. We will here just highlight those characteristics
which are most relevant for this paper:

i) Gl 581 is one of the least active stars of our HARPS M-
dwarf sample. Bonfils et al. (2005b) checked that line shapes
are stable down to measurement precision through bisector
measurements on the cross-correlation functions, and the level
of all chromospheric activity indices similarly points toward a
low activity. Such indices represent useful diagnostics of the
stellar radial-velocity jitter from rotational modulation of star
spots or other active regions on the stellar surface, though no
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Fig. 1. Lomb-Scargle periodogram of the radial-velocity residuals
around the 1-planet solution, clearly showing a peak close to 13 days.
(Power in arbitrary units, normalized by the velocity dispersion.)

quantitative relation has been established for M dwarfs yet.
Bonfils et al. (2007) used variations of these indices to un-
veil a 35 days rotation period for Gl 674, later confirmed by
a photometric campaign, but those of Gl 581 do not measur-
ably vary. The low rotational velocity which we measure for
Gl 581 (vsini <1 kms−1) would require large spots to produce
noticeable radial-velocity variations through line asymmetries.
Figure 1 of Bonfils et al. (2007), displaying the Ca[II] line for
Gl 674 and Gl 581, clearly demonstrates that Gl 581 is signif-
icantly less active than Gl 674. It very probably has propor-
tionately smaller spots, and a longer rotational period than the
35 days of Gl 674. We finally note that Gl 876, hosting the
close-in 7 M⊕ planet (Rivera et al. 2005), is more active than
Gl 581. Gl 581 is thus expected to have a very low intrinsic
radial-velocity noise.

ii) Along the same lines, photometric observations of
Gl 581 depict a stable star. Weis (1994) showed that on short
time scales the star varies by less than 6 mmag, and the López-
Morales et al. (2006) photometric search for a potential transit
of the 5.36-d period planet similarly show a low 1.17 mmag
dispersion on scales of a few hours. The Geneva photometry
founds the star constant within the 5 mmag catalogue precision
for 10.5 magnitude stars. Photometric observations have thus
so far found no large spots. The photometric stability will how-
ever need to be checked at high precision on longer timescales.

iii) Very interestingly, Gl 581 has a sub-solar metallicity
of [Fe/H] =−0.25 (Bonfils et al. 2005a), contrarily to most
planet-host stars. Mainstream theoretical and numerical stud-
ies of planet formation. based on core-accretion models, predict
that the joint effects of a low-mass primary and low metallicity
make giant planet formation very unprobable. This finding is
supported by the radial-velocity observations (e.g. Santos et al.
2004; Bonfils et al. 2006). Formation of low-mass planets on
the other hand is not hampered for deficient (Ida & Lin 2004;
Benz et al. 2006) or low-mass stars (Laughlin et al. 2004; Ida
& Lin 2005).

3. Description of the Gl 581 planetary system

3.1. HARPS radial-velocity measurements of Gl 581

The 20 high resolution HARPS spectra available when we de-
tected Gl 581 b (Bonfils et al. 2005b) have typical S/N per pixel
of ∼40, and at that time the typical radial-velocity uncertainty
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Fig. 2. Periodogram of the radial-velocity residuals around the 2-
planet Keplerian model for Gl 581. Some power is visible atP=84 d.

was 1.3 ms−1 per measurement, taking into account calibration
uncertainties.

The periodogram of their residuals from the 1-planet kep-
lerian solution showed a tentative 2nd signal at a frequency of
1/13 d−1. With this limited number of observations the low am-
plitude of the 13-day velocity variation only had modest signifi-
cance, but it prompted us to gather 23 additional high-precision
observations with HARPS (uncertainty< 1.5 ms−1). We also
took advantage of a concerted effort to improve the reduc-
tion pipeline with a special emphasis on wavelength calibration
(Lovis & Pepe 2007). These improvements are directly visible
on the new set of barycentric radial velocities (available in elec-
tronic form at CDS): their average uncertainty is 0.9 ms−1 (in-
cluding photon noise, calibration uncertainty and spectrograph
drift uncertainty). The 43 high-precision HARPS radial veloc-
ities confirm the 5.36-d period planet, and now clearly show
the 13 days signal (Fig. 1). Its false-alarm probability, at any
period, is smaller than 0.003.

3.2. A 5 M⊕ planets at 0.07 AU from the star

Although the new radial-velocity measurements strongly con-
firm the 5.36-day planet, their modeling by a single keple-
rian orbit is poor: the residuals around the 1-planet solution
are very high (3.0 ms−1 standard deviation) compared with the
0.9 ms−1 typical measurement errors, and the reducedχ2 per
degree of freedom isχ2

red=15.4. This, and the 13-days peri-
odogram peak, motivates investigating a 2-planet model. For
the first planet, that solution gives orbital parameters consistent
with the Bonfils et al. (2005b) orbit. The 2nd planet moves on a
low eccentricity orbit, with a period of 12.91 days. Forcing both
orbits to circular does not degrade the quality of the fit, and this
is the solution which we list in Table 1 (for better constraints
on the other parameters). The circularity of the two orbits en-
sures that the system is stable, for such small planet masses and
significant separations.

The measured radial-velocity semi-amplitude is only
2.9 ms−1, or 3 times our typical noise on individual mea-
surements. At this small amplitude radial-velocity variation,
this solution represents a highly significant improvement in
the system modeling:χ2

red decreases from 15.4 to 8.0, and
the weighted rms of the residuals around the solution is now
2.1 ms−1. This, however, is still larger than the internal er-
rors, and the periodogram of the residuals from this 2-planet
fit (Fig. 2) has power at 84 days. In the next section we exam-
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Fig. 3. 3-planet Keplerian model of the Gl 581 radial-velocity varia-
tions. The upper panels display the phase-folded curve of each of the
planets, with points representing the observed radial velocities, after
removing the effect of the other planets. The bottom panel presents the
periodogram of the residuals.

ine this 3rd signal in terms of an additional planet, and discuss
whether it could instead be caused by magnetic activity.

For the 0.31 M� mass of Gl 581 (Bonfils et al. 2005b),
the derived orbital parameters for the 2nd planet lead to a
m2 sini =0.0152 MJup'5 M⊕ minimum mass and a separation
a=0.073 AU. For an M3 dwarf, this separation puts the planet
within the habitable zone around the star. From the 0.013 L�

stellar luminosity (Bonfils et al. 2005b), we compute an equi-
librium temperature for the planet of−3◦C (for a Venus-like
albedo of 0.64) to+40◦ C (for an Earth-like albedo of 0.35).
With a planetary radius of∼1.5 R⊕ (Valencia et al. 2006) and a
temperature that would be+20◦C for a 0.5 albedo, Gl 581c is
probably the most Earth-like of all known exoplanets.

Fig. 4. Temporal display of the 3-planet Keplerian model of Gl 581,
on a short time interval with dense observational sampling.

3.3. A 3rd low-mass planet in the system

Since the periodogram has significant power around 85 days,
we examined a 3-planet model. That solution changes the or-
bital parameters of the inner two planets only slightly from the
2-planet solution. Adjusting their eccentricities again finds that
they are not constrained, and our final solution again fixes them
to zero (Table 1). The 3rd planet has an 84.4 days period and a
slightly eccentric orbit (e=0.2). The inferred planet mass is
8.2 M⊕ and the mean star-planet separation is 0.25 AU. Aside
from being most prominent in the frequency analysis, the 84-
d period naturally comes out in global solution searches based
on the genetic-algorithm approach. This makes a misidentified
alias unlikely. Figure 3 displays the 3-planet Keplerian solu-
tion together with the phase-folded radial velocities, and Fig. 4
plots a time sequence for our most densely sampled measure-
ment interval.

Introducing a 3rd planet adds 5 free parameters and will
thus always lower residuals, but here the quality of the solution
improves impressively, and statistically very significantly: its
χ2

red drops from 8.0 to 3.3, and the 1.2 ms−1 rms residual is now
closer to the 0.9 ms−1 typical internal error.

Can the 84-d radial-velocity variation have another source?
Among the very low-mass planets around M dwarfs, the recent
Gl 674 b detection provides a particularly illustrative compari-
son: the radial-velocity measurements of Gl 674 show two su-
perimposed small-amplitude variations with 4.7 and 35 days,
but monitoring of chromospheric indices and photometric ob-
servations demonstrate that the 35 days variation reflects rota-
tional modulation of stellar activity, leaving only one 11 M⊕
planet with a 4.7-d period (Bonfils et al. 2007). This recent
example emphasizes that the interpretation of small-amplitude
radial-velocity variations of M dwarfs needs care, since most
are expected to be at least moderately active, and illustrates the
value of chromospheric diagnostics and photometric followups
for these stars.

Since a comparison with Gl 674 (Fig. 1 of Bonfils et al.
2007) shows that Gl 581 is significantly less active, its rota-
tional period is most likely longer than∼40 days, and it could
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Table 1. Orbital and physical parameters derived from 2-planet and 3-planet Keplerian models of Gl 581. Uncertainties are directly derived
from the covariance matrix.

2-planet model 3-planet model
Parameter Gl 581 b Gl 581 c Gl 581 b Gl 581 c Gl 581 d
P [days] 5.3690±0.0003 12.910±0.007 5.3684±0.0004 12.934±0.008 84.4±0.6
T [JD-2400000] 53875.12±0.16 53876.42±0.16 53875.09±0.016 53876.17±0.17 53864.0±7.5
e 0.0 (fixed) 0.0 (fixed) 0.0 (fixed) 0.0 (fixed) 0.20±0.09
V [km s−1] -9.2141± 0.0001 -9.2133± 0.0002
ω [deg] 0.0 (fixed) 0.0 (fixed) 0.0 (fixed) 0.0 (fixed) 349±31
K [m s−1] 12.14± 0.19 2.88±0.15 12.48± 0.21 3.05±0.17 2.67±0.29
a1 sini [10−6 AU] 5.993 3.417 6.157 3.630 203.0
f (m) [10−13M�] 9.963 0.319 10.81 0.381 1.568
m2 sini [MJup] 0.0479 0.0152 0.0492 0.0161 0.0259
m2 sini [M⊕] 15.2 4.8 15.7 5.1 8.2
a [AU] 0.041 0.073 0.041 0.073 0.25
Nmeas 43 43
Span [days] 440 440
σ (O-C) [ms−1] 2.1 1.2
χ2

red 8.0 3.3

potentially coincide with the 84-d signal. One therefore needs a
serious look at the possibility that the 84-d signal reflects a spot
on the stellar surface. At such a low rotation rate, one would
however need a huge spot to affect the radial velocities at the
severalms−1 level. Scaling from Saar & Donahue (1997), a spot
responsible for the observed variation needs to cover 2.6 % of
the stellar surface1. Such a large spot would only be expected in
a fairly active star, which Gl 581 is not. Planned spectroscopic
(radial velocities and activity index) and photometric monitor-
ing of the star will settle that issue for good, but we are already
confident that the 3rd planet is real.

4. Summary and discussion

We report the detection of two new very light planets orbiting
the low metallicity M dwarf Gl 581, already known to harbour a
15.7 M⊕ closer-in planet (Bonfils et al. 2005b). The high radial-
velocity precision reached with the HARPS spectrograph on
the ESO 3.6-m telescope enabled these discoveries.

The first planet, Gl 581 c, is a 5.1 M⊕ super-Earth at a dis-
tance of 0.07 AU from the star. Its mass is the smallest found
so far for an exoplanet. At its separation from an M3 dwarf, the
planet resides in the habitable zone of this low luminosity star.
With a radius close to 1.5 R⊕, the planet is the closest Earth
twin to date.

The HARPS radial velocities also reveal a longer-period
planetary companion of mass 8.2 M⊕, on a 84.4-d period or-
bit. Further measurements are planned to completely ascertain
the 3rd planet, and a photometric followup will fully check the
intrinsic stability of the star on long timescales.

The two new very low-mass planets further support statis-
tical trends already outlined in the literature:

i) Small planets (Neptune mass and below) are more fre-
quent than giant planets around M dwarfs (6 very low-mass
detections against 3 Jovian planets). This result was significant

1 The same estimate for Gl 674 withProt=35 days,R? =0.29 R�,
andK =5 ms−1 gives a 1.7 % spot, close to the observed 2.6 %.

at the 97 % level before the detection of the two new Gl 581
planets (Bonfils et al. 2007), even without accounting for the
poorer detection efficiency for lower-mass planets.

ii) The fraction of detected Neptune (and lower-mass) plan-
ets around M dwarfs is much larger than the corresponding
ratio for solar-type stars (Bonfils et al. 2006). The absolute
numbers of detections are similar, but the number of surveyed
solar-type stars is an order of magnitude larger. This may be
an observational bias due to the lower mass of M-dwarf pri-
maries, or truly reflects more frequent formation of Neptune-
mass planets around M dwarfs. The factual conclusion remains
that Neptune-mass planets are easier to find around M dwarfs.

Recent planet-formation simulations (Laughlin et al. 2004;
Ida & Lin 2005) suggest that planet formation around low-
mass primaries tends to produce lower mass planets, in the
Uranus/Neptune domain. Formation of lower-mass planets is
also favoured for solar-mass stars with metal-poor protostel-
lar nebulae (Ida & Lin 2004; Benz et al. 2006)2. Gl 581 is a
0.3 M� metal-poor star, and its detected very light planets are
thus just what was expected around this star. Additional detec-
tions of very-low mass planets will help understanding these 2
converging effects.

From both our observational programmes and planet for-
mation simulations, very low-mass planets seem more frequent
than the previously found giant worlds. They will thus provide
preferential targets for space photometric transit-search mis-
sions like COROT and Kepler, and for projects like Darwin and
TPF-I/C looking for biotracers in the atmospheres of habitable
planets.
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(FNRS) for its continuous support to this project.

2 Note, however, that there is no general consensus. Kornet et al.
(2006) suggest that smaller-mass primaries have denser disks, which
would favour giant planet formation. Gravitational instability might
also form super-Earth planets around M dwarfs as well (Boss 2006).
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